Themeless

Across
1. Actor in *Black Narcissus*, 1947
5. __Juan
8. Advantage
13. Speak brusquely
14. One involved in a murder?
16. Pedicab
17. Game expanded in January 2007
20. Dead man switches, e.g.
21. Date in the opening sequence of *Pearl Harbor*
22. Pulled up
24. Land of cedars (Abbr.)
25. Potter’s prime mover
29. One of the Hardy Boys
30. __chi
31. It’s company
32. “Can you believe it?”
39. Tiny Tim’s instrument
40. Enervate
41. Mos. and mos.
42. New shoots
46. Stinker
48. The Pittsburgh Zoo’s Juma, for instance
49. Is multiplied?
50. Cells
51. Mo
52. Wooden siding
54. Site of the Fourth Plinth Project
58. Double fault, for instance
59. Dies __
60. Writing tips?
61. Give another go

62. Author of *The Spanish Tragedie*
63. Without warranty

Down
1. Berlin-to-Bern dir.
2. __Nuevo
3. Soaks
4. Like a kid on New Year’s Eve, perhaps
5. Chide
6. Pet sounds
7. Not so easy
8. Extras, for short
9. Land bordering 24 Across (Abbr.)
10. Garlic-butter dish
11. Jenna who played Dharma
12. Transporting
15. Communion item
18. __Bien Phu
19. Keep a straight face?
22. Pilgrimage
23. Former Pirate Matty
25. Ballot-box feature
27. __alai
28. Org. with a panda logo
30. Pink Floyd album of 1979
33. Sverve
34. One way to end a fight
35. Egyptian spirits
36. Sonatas, for example
37. Danish Modern architect Jacobsen
38. Displays disapproval
42. Belfast’s province
43. Curie awarded a Nobel Prize
44. Shriner vehicle (Var.)
45. Comic prefix
46. *Kazaam* b-baller
47. Cash for a Czech
50. Set up
52. Grant of film
53. Donkey noise
55. Not against
56. Baseball stat
57. Un-P.C. suffix